VCON <GO> for RATE SWAP CLEARING AT IDCG
VCON DERV <GO> is the derivatives workflow and trade affirmation and matching platform on
Bloomberg. By combining trade recaps, trade matching, and Bloomberg analytics with links to
all major Clearing Houses and Service Providers, VCON DERV<GO> provides an unparalleled
level of service for your workflow needs. It is part of the VCON<GO> platform which covers all
major asset classes and provides a FIX/FpML interface for full STP.

How will clearing work with VCON & IDCG?
1. Client and Dealer agree the economics of a trade including the clearing venue
2. Dealers will submit a trade recap of the trade via SWXT<GO>
3. Clients will use VCON <GO> to agree the trade details

Hit “CALC” to
analyse your Swap
using the SWPM
<GO> calculator

4. Client allocates, selects a clearing broker (DCM), and submits the trade to IDCG. VCON
receives the clearing status of the trades from the CCP in real time

Buy-side DCM. Bloomberg maintains a mapping of
the buy-side DCM relationships at IDCG. These
DCMs will be available in the dropdown

Buy-side and Sell-side
DCM submission status

Buy-side DCM account
name at IDCG

5. Client can view overall statuses of the cleared and non-cleared OTC derivatives and
Cash trades on the front screen of VCON <GO>

Choose columns that make sense for you
by clicking “Setup -> Columns”

If a trade is rejected from clearing , you can view
the reason by selecting trade and clicking the
“Trade Details” button

Using SWXT <GO> to generate a recap to your client
1. To quickly create a recap for a 5 year swap where the client is paying 2.03% for 5 years on 10mm
USD notional, type “SWXT 5Y 2.03 10MM <GO>” (Note that the ordering does not matter)
2. Additionally if you have a SPDL for a user (e.g. JON), you can append that to the above; also if you
want to change the direction so that the client receives fixed then append a “R”. E.g. “SWXT 5Y 2.03
10MM R JON”
3. Select “IDCG” in the Central Cpty field, and select the Dealer DCM and account at IDCG. The
assumption is that most major dealers will self clear, and the ticket will default to reflect this.
1<GO> to send
4. A direct API is available that allows you to electronically send SWXT recaps and digest clearing
statuses from IDCG. Please enquire with your Bloomberg Sales Specialist

SWXT <GO> defaults to a simple view.
To view more details, hit 12<GO> or
click on “Detailed”

SWXT <GO> uses vanilla defaults
per currency. To modify to nonvanilla trade parameters toggle the
relevant fields in the detailed view

Populate “ID” with an alphanumeric value that you can use
to search and retrieve the trade
at IDCG

